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Abstract: In this paper, a CNN based locally adaptive scheme is presented for image segmentation and edge detection. It is shown that combining a constrained (linear or nonlinear) diffusion approach with adaptive morphology leads to a robust segmentation algorithm for a large class of image models. These images comprise of simple geometrical objects, each having a homogeneous gray-scale level and they might be overlapping. The background illumination is inhomogeneous, the objects are corrupted by additive Gaussian noise and blurred by low-pass filtering type effects. Typically, this class has a multimodal (in most cases bimodal) image histogram and no special (easily exploitable) characteristics in the frequency domain. The synthesized analogic (analog and logic) CNN algorithm combines a diffusion-type filtering with a locally adaptive strategy based on estimating the first order (mean) and second order (variance) statistics and deals efficiently with degrading effects in the segmentation. Both PDE and non-PDE related diffusion schemes are examined in the CNN framework. We show how in simple cases the proposed algorithm reduces to a fixed-thresholding method and a DoG (difference of Gaussians)-type operator. On the other hand, the superiority and robustness of the proposed computational technique is examined in more complex examples when the parameters of the above image model are significantly altered. The VLSI implementation complexity and some robustness issues are carefully analyzed and discussed in detail. All algorithmic steps are realized using nearest neighbor CNN templates. It is argued that a simplified version of the algorithm can be realized using the already available CNN Universal Chips and the entire solution fits into the frame of the "next generation". A number of tests have been completed within the frame of the so-called "bubble-debris" classification experiments on original and artificial gray-scale images.
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1. Introduction

Since their invention in 1988 ([1]-[2]), the rapidly growing field of Cellular Neural Networks (CNNs) have found numerous potential applications, especially in image processing problems where real-time signal processing is required. The CNN approach evolved to a widely accepted computational paradigm [3], and recently its dedicated hardware architecture has also been designed, called the CNN Universal Machine (CNN UM, [4]). The CNN UM is the first parallel, stored program analogic and visual array microprocessor that can be fabricated on a single chip ([15]-[19]). The new device is programmed by analogic algorithms (see e.g. [35]-[38], [42]-[45] and [50]-[51]), i.e. using analog operations in sequence combined with local logic at the cell level.

In this paper, we complete and develop the framework first outlined in [39]-[40]'1, and describe a diffusion and adaptive morphology based CNN approach for image segmentation and edge detection. We investigate the problem of noise filtering, enhancement and segmentation in a bubble-debris classification experiment. The paper focuses on the algorithmic aspects of the problem and the strategies to be followed when tuning the global parameters. Gaining deeper insight into linear and nonlinear template design, stability and robustness analysis the reader is referred to other papers (e.g. [1]-[6], [8]-[12], [14], [39]).

2. Preliminaries in the Bubble-debris Classification Experiments

The bubble-debris classification project aims to develop a real-time warning system for solving the conditional based maintenance problem of helicopter (and jet) engines. This classification system should warn the pilot of a serious problem if the number of debris particles in the oil of the engine exceed a predefined threshold level indicating the probability of an engine failure. An off-line experimental system, a bubble-debris classifier, has already been developed and set up in NRL that is the first step toward the goal outlined.

The problem of distinguishing oil debris particles from air bubbles is difficult due to the coarse resolution of the images and the requirements for an extremely low false alarm rate for misclassified bubbles. The approach followed in NRL in the development of a bubble-debris classifier was to tune the system parameters to achieve the desired false alarm rate and to minimize the percentage of miss-classified debris particles. The system operates as a series of rejection filters with increasing time consuming classification tasks applied to smaller and smaller number of objects. First single bubbles are removed using a relatively simple test involving the variance of a set of radii drawn through the objects center. Then double-bubbles are removed using an arc test. Finally multiple bubble groups are detected using the erosion operator to find the center of the largest

---

1 The interested reader is also referred to [41] the revised version of these studies.
bubble in the group. The percentage of matching pixels of the entire boundary of the unknown object
to the circumference of the hypothetical circle associated with the largest bubble in the group is then
computed. The radius of this circle is the number of times the erosion operator was applied to get the
"extinction set" (the set which vanishes with the next application of the erosion operator) and the
center mass of the extinction set is taken to be the center of the circle. Matching is done to within a
specified tolerance which has been taken to be about 1.5 pixels. If the unknown object is a debris
particle the percentage of matching pixels will in most cases be relatively low.

The strategy of using a sequence of tests of increasing computational complexity was
determined by the limitations of the standard (digital) single CPU computer. This approach makes
the classification algorithm difficult to tune in that the thresholds used for one test can impact on
subsequent tests. The CNN offers the possibility of a totally different approach to the bubble-debris
classification problem. The features defined in the NRL system cannot be easily implemented in this
environment and is necessary to define a new feature set.

The present study deals with CNN based front-end filtering strategies followed by
segmentation, sorting and edge detection that in our hope should improve the input for the
classification. The classification, based on morphological operations and implementing an autowave
metrics in CNN, is developed and analyzed in a companion paper [52]. It should be noted that the
highest frame rate of the image acquisition system in bubble-debris experiments can be as high as 2
milliseconds. A complex CNN algorithm can be executed within this time interval since most CNN
operations (and reprogramming the hardware) are in the order of a few microseconds. Therefore,
these experiments target the original goal: designing a real-time alarm system within the conditional
based maintenance project.

3. The CNN Frame of Computing and the Image Model

In this Section we define the CNN frame of computing and define the general image model
of the experiments. First, the core cell of the CNN array and the permitted intercell interactions, are
presented (Subsection 3.1). Then, the minimal coded form of linear and nonlinear templates is
specified, as the general form of the analog instruction set of the CNN Universal Machine
(Subsection 3.2). Finally, in Subsection 3.3 the general image model of this study will be described.

3.1 CNN Core Cell and the Intercell Interactions

As the basic framework throughout this paper, let us consider a two dimensional CNN array
in which the cell dynamics is described by the following nonlinear ordinary differential equation
with linear and nonlinear terms (the extension to three dimensions is straightforward, allowing
similar interlayer interactions):
\[ C \frac{d}{dt} v_{xy}(t) = -R^{-1}v_{xy}(t) + \sum_{kl \in N_r} A_{ij,kl} v_{ykl}(t) + \sum_{kl \in N_r} B_{ij,kl} v_{ukl}(t) + \sum_{kl \in N_r} \hat{D}_{ij,kl}(\Delta v(t)) + I_{ij} \]

\[ v_{yij}(t) = f(v_{xij}(t)) = 0.5 (|v_{xij}(t)| + 1 - |v_{xij}(t) - 1|) \]

where: \( \Delta v(t) = v_{ij}(t) - v_{ij}(t) \), \( \nu = v_u(t) \lor v_x(t) \lor v_y(t) \)

\( |v_{xij}(0)| \leq 1, \ |v_{uij}(t)| \leq 1, \ |I_{ij}| \leq I_{\text{max}} \)

1 \leq i \leq M, \ 1 \leq j \leq N

where \( v_{xij}, v_{uij}, v_{yij} \) are the state, input and output voltage of the specified CNN cell, respectively. The subscript \( ij \) refers to a grid point associated with a cell on the 2D grid, and \( kl \in N_r \) is a grid point in the neighborhood within the radius \( r \) of the cell \( ij \). \( A_{ij,kl} \) represents the linear feedback, \( B_{ij,kl} \) the linear control, while \( I_{ij} \) is the cell current which could be space variant. \( \hat{D}_{ij,kl} \) is the generalized nonlinear term applied for \( \Delta v = v_{kl}(t) - v_{ij}(t) \), the voltage difference of the input, state or output values. The output characteristics \( f \) is a sigmoid-type piecewise-linear function. The time constant of a CNN cell is determined by the linear capacitor (\( C \)) and the linear resistor (\( R \)) and it can be expressed as \( \tau = RC \). Without loss of generality \( R = 1 \) and \( C = 1 \) will be considered.

### 3.2 CNN Templates and Their Minimal Coding

A CNN template is given with linear and nonlinear terms completed by the cell current. For both linear and nonlinear templates we specify the minimal coded analog instructions that correspond to a switch configuration (see an overall explanation in [4]) representing different functionality of a CNN universal cell. In Table 1 a possible ordering of the VLSI implementation complexity of different CNN hardware is listed and numbered taking into the consideration the current development trends in the analog VLSI technology (a detailed explanation can be found in Section 7). From now on the implementation complexity of a CNN solution (the "cost" of the hardware needed to implement a certain template) will be discussed and analyzed on this basis.

In the current study the general form for all linear templates is as follows:

\[ A = \begin{bmatrix} a_2 & a_1 & a_2 \\ a_1 & a_0 & a_1 \\ a_2 & a_1 & a_2 \end{bmatrix}, \quad B = \begin{bmatrix} b_2 & b_1 & b_2 \\ b_1 & b_0 & b_1 \\ b_2 & b_1 & b_2 \end{bmatrix}, \quad I \]

Consequently, the minimal coded analog instruction that completely determines a linear template operation is given in the form of \([a_0 \ a_1 \ a_2 \ b_0 \ b_1 \ b_2 \ I \ B_c] \) where \( a_i \) stands for feedback, \( b_i \) for control coefficients, \( I \) is the cell current and \( B_c \) specifies the boundary condition (constant and zero-flux is considered).

---

2 (\( \ell \))N denotes the Nth equation, formula or template throughout the paper.

3 In this study each CNN template is identified by a code name associated by the processing task. See Table 2 and Table 3.
Similarly, the general form for all nonlinear templates \( \hat{D} \) stands for an arbitrary nonlinear operator:

\[
A \rightarrow a_0, \quad \hat{D} = \begin{bmatrix}
\eta_2 & \eta_1 & \eta_2 \\
\eta_1 & \eta_0 & \eta_1 \\
\eta_2 & \eta_1 & \eta_2
\end{bmatrix}
\]

\[d(\Delta v), \quad d(\Delta v) = \begin{cases}
n_i(\Delta v) & \text{if } m = 0 \\
n_i(\Delta v)\Delta v & \text{if } m = 1
\end{cases}
\]  

The nonlinear cell interactions used by the nonlinear templates are defined as the generalized piecewise-linear sigmoid \( n_1 \) or the piecewise-linear radial basis \( n_2 \) functions shown in Fig. 1. Their formulation is as follows \((\Delta \theta > 0, \quad n_1:Q_1 Q_2 < 0, \quad n_2:Q_1 - Q_2 \neq 0)\):

\[
n_1 = \begin{cases}
Q_1 & \text{if } \Delta v > \theta + \Delta \theta \\
s(\Delta v - \theta) & \text{if } \theta + Q_2 / s \leq \Delta v \leq \theta + \Delta \theta, \quad \text{where: } s = Q_1 / \Delta \theta \\
Q_2 & \text{if } \Delta v < \theta + Q_2 / s
\end{cases}
\]  

\[
n_2 = \begin{cases}
Q_2 & \text{if } |\Delta v - \theta| \geq \Delta \theta \\
Q_1 - s|\Delta v - \theta| & \text{if } |\Delta v - \theta| < \Delta \theta, \quad \text{where: } s = (Q_1 - Q_2) / \Delta \theta
\end{cases}
\]

The parameter vector \([\Delta v \ m \ n_1 \ Q_1 \ Q_2 \ \theta \ \Delta \theta \ \eta_0 \ \eta_1 \ \eta_2 \ a_0 \ I]\) is the minimal coded analog program instruction and uniquely defines all nonlinear templates. In operator specification \((\Delta v) 1, 2, 3 \text{ and } 4\) stands for \(\Delta v_{yy}, \Delta v_{ux}, \Delta v_{xx} \text{ and } \Delta v_{ux}\) of the \(\hat{D}_{ij,kl}\) term (these are the difference values that are used in template classes developed in previous studies, e.g. [47], [39], [13] and [14]). \(m\) distinguishes two different voltage controlled current sources: (1) \(m = 0 \Rightarrow n_i(\Delta v)\) and (2) \(m = 1 \Rightarrow n_i(\Delta v)\Delta v\), where \(n_i\) is the type of the nonlinearity and can be either \(n_1\) or \(n_2\) (both defined by 4 parameters \([Q_1 \ Q_2 \ \theta \ \Delta \theta]\)). \(\eta_i\) reflects the spatial weighting of the nonlinearities, \(a_0\) is the self-feedback value and \(I\) specifies the cell current. For all nonlinear templates zero-flux (ZF) boundary condition is required.

If not stated otherwise, the above setting is valid for all CNNs discussed throughout the paper. Table 2 and Table 3 contain the complete set of CNN templates used throughout the paper and the above minimal coded forms are used to specify the linear and nonlinear template values, respectively.

It is assumed that elementary logical (NOT, AND, OR) and arithmetical (ADD, SUB) operations are implemented and can be used on the cell level between LLM (local logical memory) and LAM (local analog memory) locations, respectively. In addition data transfer can be performed between LAMs and from LAMs to LLMs.

Further notations: \(U, X, Y, I,\) and \(M\) denotes the input, state, output, bias, and mask image corresponding to a CNN layer, respectively. Certain operators (e.g. arithmetical) might have two

---

4 The bias (also referred to as the "bias map") of a CNN layer is a gray-scale image. The bias map can be viewed as the space variant part of the cell current. Using pre-calculated bias maps "linear" spatial adaptivity can be added to the templates in CNN algorithms. If the bias map is not specified it is assumed to be zero.
input values, denoted by $U_1$ and $U_2$. For simplicity, linear and nonlinear terms in a CNN template will be referred to omitting the subscripts (e.g. $\hat{D}_{ij,kl} \rightarrow \hat{D}$)

3.3 The Image and Noise Model and the Segmentation Approach

The main properties of the general image model considered in the experiments are as follows:

(i) the image consists of simple geometrical objects each having a homogeneous gray-scale level and they might be overlapping
(ii) inhomogeneous background illumination
(iii) additive Gaussian noise (zero mean, unknown variance)
(iv) image blur (low-pass type image degradation)

In general case properties (i) and (ii) make it difficult to define a globally optimal threshold level to separate the objects from the background (Remark: this threshold does not even exists if the background and the object gray-scale levels overlap that might be the practical situation). Properties (iii) and (iv) clearly emphasize the necessity of noise filtering and enhancement. From the above model it is straightforward that an adaptive method is required to implement a robust segmentation. Since the primary goal is only a two-level segmentation (separating the objects from the background) it can be assumed that there is no need to make use of the global image properties, rather a locally adaptive strategy can meet the main requirements (at a considerably lower level of computational complexity).

Properties (i)-(iv) define a model for the original images used in the bubble-debris classification experiments. With the assumption that the mean gray-scale level of the objects (bubbles and debris particles) and the background is known and it is only slightly varying (using a priori information about (i) and (ii)) it is possible to create an artificial bubble-debris image. These synthesized images show both visually and in their global characteristics (e.g. histogram) a striking similarity to the originals (see Fig. 7 and Fig. 8) and can be used as the “ground truth” reference for quantitative evaluation of the performance of different segmentation algorithms.

4. CNN Based Diffusion Models: General Formulation

In this Section we define the CNN based diffusion models used in the experiments. The additive Gaussian assumption justifies the application of diffusion-type filters in noise reduction and image enhancement. First, the CNN models of the so-called constrained linear and nonlinear diffusion are derived from the PDE formulation (Subsection 4.1). The focus is on nonlinear models

---

5 The mask (also referred to as the “fixed-state map”) of a CNN layer is a binary image specifying weather at a certain location the corresponding CNN cell is in active (in case of +1) or inactive (in case of -1) state in the actual operation. Using the binary mask is one of the most simple way to incorporate “nonlinear” spatial adaptivity to the CNN algorithms. If the mask is not specified, it is assumed that all CNN cells are in active state.
that are considered to be optimal in the proposed segmentation algorithm. The second part of this section introduces an algorithmic CNN approximation of a novel type (non-PDE related) nonlinear diffusion formulation. Due to its observed advantages for certain image and noise models this approach is also analyzed in detail (Subsection 4.2).

4.1 PDE based approach - constrained linear and nonlinear diffusion

A major breakthrough in the field of edge detection comes from Perona and Malik [24], who proposed anisotropic diffusion for adaptive smoothing to formulate the problem in terms of the nonlinear heat equation. Studying the classical linear theory ([20]-[23]), they recognize that the announced causality criterion does not uniquely force the choice of a Gaussian (a linear filtering strategy) to do the blurring. They modify and complete the criteria defined by Koenderink [22] and assert the following requirements for multi-scale "semantically meaningful" description of images: (i) causality, (ii) immediate localization: the region boundaries should be sharp at each resolution and no displacement of edges is allowed, (iii) piecewise smoothing: intraregion smoothing should occur preferentially over interregion smoothing. Perona and Malik propose the following anisotropic diffusion (nonlinear parabolic PDE) formulation to satisfy the above stated criteria:

\[
\frac{d}{dt} I(x,t) = \text{div} \{ c(x,t) \, \text{grad}(I(x,t)) \} , \quad I(x,t_0) = I_0(x) \\
c(x,t) = g( | \text{grad}(I(x,t)) | )
\]

where \( I(x,t) \) is the image intensity (\( I_0(x) \) is the original image), the vector \( x \) represents the spatial coordinates, the time variable \( t \) can also be interpreted as the scaling parameter and \( c(x,t) \) is the thermal conductivity. As we can see the diffusion function is spatially varying: it depends on the absolute gradient intensity at a given location. Proposed functions for \( g(\cdot) \) are (that enable to satisfy the immediate localization and piecewise smoothing criteria without sacrificing the causality assumption):

\[
g_1 = \exp\left( -\frac{| \text{grad}(I(x,t)) |^2}{K^2} \right) , \quad K > 0 \\
g_2 = \left( 1 + \left( \frac{| \text{grad}(I(x,t)) |}{K} \right)^{1+\alpha} \right)^{-1} , \quad \alpha > 0, \quad K > 0
\]

The causality and stability of the process is ensured by the strong maximum principle of the elliptic partial differential equations. Using adiabatic boundary conditions (i.e. setting the conduction coefficients to zero at the boundary of the image) all minima and maxima will belong to the original image. The edges will not be displaced while intraregion smoothing is preferred over interregion smoothing.

A feasible CNN model that implements the anisotropic diffusion given by (85)-(86) can be derived using a proper spatial discretization and simplification of the nonlinearity. (85) in two dimensions can be written as:
\[
\frac{d}{dt} I(\bar{x}, t) = \text{div}[c(\bar{x}, t) \text{ grad}(I(\bar{x}, t))] \\
= \nabla^T [c(\bar{x}, t) \nabla I(\bar{x}, t)] \\
= \frac{\partial}{\partial x} [c(\bar{x}, t) \frac{\partial}{\partial x} I(\bar{x}, t)] + \frac{\partial}{\partial y} [c(\bar{x}, t) \frac{\partial}{\partial y} I(\bar{x}, t)]
\]

With a finite difference approximation, the spatial discretization yields (\(\Phi\) is the so-called flow function):

\[
\frac{d}{dt} I(\bar{x}, t) = \frac{1}{\Delta x^2} \left[ c(x + \frac{\Delta x}{2}, y, t) (I(x + \Delta x, y, t) - I(x, y, t)) \\
- c(x - \frac{\Delta x}{2}, y, t) (I(x, y, t) - I(x - \Delta x, y, t)) \right] \\
+ \frac{1}{\Delta y^2} \left[ c(x, y + \frac{\Delta y}{2}, t) (I(x, y + \Delta y, t) - I(x, y, t)) \\
- c(x, y - \frac{\Delta y}{2}, t) (I(x, y, t) - I(x, y - \Delta y, t)) \right] \\
= \Phi_{i,j}(t) - \Phi_{i,j+1}(t) + \Phi_{i-1,j}(t) - \Phi_{i+1,j}(t) \\
= \sum_{kl \in N_r} \Phi_{i,j}(\Delta I_{i,j}) \\
\text{where: } \Phi_{i,j}(\Delta I_{i,j}) = g(\Delta I_{i,j}) = 0 \text{ or } \Delta I_{i,j} = I_{i,j}(t) - I(t)
\]

where \(I_{i,j}(t) = I(i \Delta x, j \Delta y, t)\), and \(N_r\) denotes the nearest neighborhood \((r = 1)\) of \(I_{i,j}(t)\) with indices \((i,j-l), (i,j+1), (i-1,j), (i+1,j)\). (8) is associated with the following CNN cell equation operating in the linear region of the piecewise-linear output characteristic (this ensures \(v_{ij}(t) = v_{ij}(t)\)):

\[
C \frac{d}{dt} v_{x_{ij}}(t) = -R^{-1} v_{x_{ij}}(t) + a_0 v_{y_{ij}}(t) + \sum_{kl \in N_r} \hat{D}_{ij,kl} (\Delta v_{xx}) + I_{ij} \\
v_{y_{ij}}(t) = f(v_{x_{ij}}(t)), \Delta v_{xx} = v_{x_{kl}}(t) - v_{x_{ij}}(t)
\]

Setting \(R = 1\) and \(C = 1\) the corresponding nonlinear template of a CNN solution can be formulated in the form of (ANISOD1: X(t)) - ORIGINE IMAGE, \(B_e - ZF^c\):

\[
a_0 = 1, \quad \hat{D} = \begin{bmatrix} 0 & \Phi & 0 \\ \Phi & 0 & \Phi \\ 0 & \Phi & 0 \end{bmatrix}, \quad \Phi = g \Delta v_{xx}, \quad g = \begin{cases} 1 - |\Delta v_{xx}| / 2K & \text{if } |\Delta v_{xx}| < 2K \\ 0 & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}, \quad I_{ij} = 0
\]

Observe that although the smoothing is adaptive, thus space variant, the nonlinear template governing the CNN array is space invariant, i.e. identical for each processing cell. To obtain better isotropy the flow can be calculated between diagonally neighboring pixels resulting in an eight-way

---

6 When a CNN template is specified in the text the corresponding symbolic name, the initial conditions and the boundary condition is given in parentheses (see also Section 3, Table 2 and Table 3). ZF stands for zero-flux (adiabatic, "mirror") boundary condition.
connected network (setting $\Delta d = \sqrt{2}$, $\Delta x = \Delta y = 1$). This extension implies completing the CNN template with diagonal terms. The spatial discretization unavoidably introduces some error but in all other respects the PDE and ODE systems are qualitatively identical. In this very specific case it can be proved [39] that whatever the choice of the approximation of the gradient is, the ODEs governing the CNN array still satisfy the strong maximum (minimum) principle, provided that $g(.)$ is positive and bounded ($0 \leq g(.) \leq 1$), and furthermore if a zero-flux boundary condition is satisfied. This makes it possible to simplify the highly nonlinear functions proposed for $g(.)$ and use a characteristic (piecewise-linear radial basis function) that is easy to implement in VLSI (Fig. 1(b)).

Some concerns were raised by other researchers on the uniqueness of the (transient) solution and a “pre-diffusion” (regularization) strategy is proposed to improve the original model (e.g. [28]). In [39] we investigated several approaches (based on studies [24]-[29]). Since in a practical situation the image acquisition (optical system with a limited bandwidth, sampling and quantization) process implicitly contains the required blurring here we will not include it explicitly into the nonlinear diffusion models. From [39] only a particular one will be recalled here, due to its favorable VLSI implementation (stability and robustness) properties and flexible framework to incorporate further spatial adaptivity to this operator. This approach is a generalization of Nordström’s model ([25], variational regularization for global edge detection), named constrained anisotropic diffusion:

$$\frac{d}{dt} I(\bar{x},t) - \text{div}[c(\bar{x},t) \text{grad}(I(\bar{x},t))] = \beta(I(\bar{x},t_0)) - I(\bar{x},t), \quad I(\bar{x},t_0) = I_0(\bar{x})$$

This formulation makes it possible to force the output to remain close to a pre-defined local morphological constraint or any image which is calculated by $\beta(.)$. If $\beta(.)$ is chosen properly this generalization will not violate the causality assumption of the multi-scale image description, but gives a flexible practical framework where different filtering strategies can be efficiently connected to the anisotropic diffusion. For example, one can define $\beta(.)$ as the weighted average in a given neighborhood that can be achieved by convoluting a Gaussian with the original (initial) signal ($\beta(I(\bar{x},t_0)) = G_{o} * I(\bar{x},t_0)$). A possible CNN template reflecting these ideas is the following (ANISOD2: U - ORIGINAL IMAGE, X(0) - ORIGINAL IMAGE, Bc - ZF):

$$a_0 = 0, \quad \hat{D} = \begin{bmatrix} 0 & \Phi & 0 \\ \Phi & 0 & \Phi \\ 0 & \Phi & 0 \end{bmatrix}, \quad \Phi = g \Delta v_{xx}, \quad g = \begin{cases} 1 - |\Delta v_{xx}|/2K & \text{if } |\Delta v_{xx}| < 2K \\ 0 & \text{otherwise} \end{cases},$$

$$B = \begin{bmatrix} 0.05 & 0.15 & 0.05 \\ 0.15 & 0.20 & 0.15 \\ 0.05 & 0.15 & 0.05 \end{bmatrix}, \quad I_{ij} = 0$$

where $B$ is defined as a simple low-pass filter template. Note that the contribution added by the $B$ term can also be interpreted as a pre-calculated bias map of the anisotropic template ($I_{ij} = \beta(v_{uij})$).
Therefore, when realized in two steps the implementation complexity of Anisod2 is the same as that of Anisod1 (but it is an advantage when the unity self-feedback is not used).

If the diffusion coefficients are not spatially varying and $\beta(.)$ is defined as a simple low-pass filter from (85) we obtain a constrained linear diffusion. This diffusion scheme is thoroughly discussed in [10] (where it is addressed to as “robust diffusion”). See CDiffus in Table 3.

### 4.2 Non-PDE based approach - a novel-type nonlinear diffusion formulation

Contrary to previous models that were derived from a PDE formulation, recently a novel-type nonlinear diffusion formulation [30] was proposed that is a non-PDE related approach. This model shows a superior performance compared to the PDE-related schemes in filtering and signal reconstruction when the signal is piecewise-linear and the signal-to-noise ratio is very low. Through the rest of this section this method will be presented and analyzed. It is shown that an algorithmic CNN approximation is possible though even the simplified solution has higher VLSI complexity than the previous models.

The form assumed for the diffusion equation is as follows ($I = I(t)$):

$$
\frac{d}{dt}I_{ij} = J_w(I_{i,j-1} - I_{i,j}) + J_n(I_{i-1,j} - I_{i,j}) + J_e(I_{i,j+1} - I_{i,j}) + J_s(I_{i+1,j} - I_{i,j})
$$

(13)

here the diffusion connection weights are functions of the region of the image within the window $N_r$ as shown in Fig. 2 ($N_r$ is a union of four subwindows $N_{r,e}, N_{r,n}, N_{r,w},$ and $N_{r,s}$). Let us define the local variances and the total variance:

$$
V_e = \sum_{kl\in N_{r,e}} (I_{k,l} - I_{i,j})^2
$$

$$
V_n = \sum_{kl\in N_{r,n}} (I_{k,l} - I_{i,j})^2
$$

$$
V_w = \sum_{kl\in N_{r,w}} (I_{k,l} - I_{i,j})^2
$$

$$
V_s = \sum_{kl\in N_{r,s}} (I_{k,l} - I_{i,j})^2
$$

$$
V_t = V_e + V_n + V_w + V_s
$$

(14)

The diffusion coefficients can now be defined:
If the noise free image were approximately constant near a given pixel, one would want the connection coefficients to all be 0.25 (defining a linear diffusion). In this case it is possible for one of the local variances to have a value comparable to the total variance and simply defining the diffusion coefficients as the quotient of the local and total variance would lead to a model that is extremely noise sensitive. By introducing the "variance scale factor" $\lambda$ in (815) as in the homotopy methods this problem can be avoided. Furthermore, it has been found that performance is relatively insensitive to the value of $\lambda$ over a moderate range.

(813) can be rewritten into the following CNN cell equation operating in the linear region of the piecewise-linear output characteristics:

$$C \frac{d}{dt} v_{xy}(t) = -R^{-1}v_{xy}(t) + \sum_{kl \in N_r} A_{ij} v_{ky}(t) + I_{ij}$$

$$v_{xy}(t) = f'(v_{xy}(t))$$

Setting $R = 1$ and $C = 1$ the corresponding nonlinear template of a CNN solution can be formulated in the form of (ANISOD3: $X(0)$ - ORIGINAL IMAGE, $B_c$ - ZF):

$$A_{ij} = \begin{bmatrix} 0 & J_n & 0 \\ J_w & 0 & J_e \\ 0 & J_s & 0 \end{bmatrix}, \quad I_{ij} = 0$$

where $A_{ij}$ is a space-variant linear feedback template.

The nonlinear diffusion model defined by (813)-(815) does not have an associated PDE limit model with similar properties (an analysis can be performed based on [7]). Using some simplifications it is possible to derive an iterative CNN approximation that implements (816)-(817) at a VLSI complexity level close to the PDE related models based on (89)-(810), (812) and still keeps some favorable properties of the original model. The flowchart of this algorithm (referred to as NLDIFF in later sections) with the prototype templates can be seen in Fig. 3.

Two simplifications seems to be necessary in diffusion coefficient calculation. First, the local variance estimation (814) should be performed by employing the absolute value function in the nearest neighborhood. These estimates can be calculated by simple nonlinear templates (see VAR$_e$, VAR$_n$, VAR$_s$).
...VARs in Fig. 3) and stored in LAMs \((L_1..L_4)\). The second problem arises from the weight normalization (\(\varepsilon 15\)), since it can not be assumed that division is implemented in local arithmetical units at the cell level. In this specific case normalization can be approximated with an iterative solution that forces the sum of the weight values to stay close to the unity (necessary condition for complete stability) without significantly altering the relative ratio of these values. Fig. 3 illustrates this solution. First, the sum of the LAM values \((L_1+L_2+L_3+L_4)\) is compared to the lower threshold value \(9_{\text{L}}\approx 0.1\). If this value is not reached (small variance in all subwindows predicting a homogeneous region) then all LAMs \((L_1..L_4)\) are set to 0.25 and the model reverts back to the linear diffusion. Otherwise, the variance estimates are scaled (SCALE: a quanta for each weight is calculated) and 4 additional LAMs (to be used in weight estimation) are set to zero \((L_5..L_8)\). Then, in each iteration step the value of these LAMs is incremented by the corresponding quanta (e.g. \(L_5=L_5+L_1\)) and the sum \((L_5+L_8+L_6+L_8)\) is compared to the upper threshold value \(9_{\text{H}}\approx 0.9\). When the upper threshold is exceeded it can be assumed that the sum of the weights is close to the unity within the required precision. In the last step these values are transferred to the initial LAMs \((L_1..L_4)\) that are used to control the diffusion process.

Shifting the weight values to the proper locations (SHIFT) now the diffusion process can be ran controlled from the LAMs \((L_1..L_4)\) for some time \(T\). This should be repeated in a cycle \((n)\) always updating the weight values before the diffusion is performed. Since the output of this nonlinear diffusion model converges to a nontrivial solution timing \((nT)\) is not a critical issue (only a lower limit value should be given). It is not likely that any further simplification would be possible (based on the hardware considered in this analysis). The necessity of space-variant programming is due to the same property of the model that makes impossible the derivation of an associated PDE: the weight values do not correspond to the subregions where the diffusion is performed.

The described approximation requires 4 LAMs \((L_1..L_4)\) and it is assumed that 4 of the special purpose LAMs \((U_1, U_2, X, Y, I, M \to L_5..L_8)\) can also be used as buffers in the algorithm. Though this solution does not need a complex nonlinear CNN template, it operates with space-variant linear templates (the diffusion is controlled from local analog memories) that sets its VLSI complexity above the existing CNN Universal Chip implementations and it is more complex than the PDE related models (see a detailed analysis in Section 7). The mentioned advantage of the non-PDE related model comes from the observed property that in case of heavy noise corruption it is capable of reconstructing piecewise-constant signals better than templates derived from the PDE related models (see e.g. Fig. 4). Initial experiments also proved that this method does not necessarily brake down if the preliminary assumptions about the noise process (additive Gaussian) are violated (e.g. additive double-tailed exponential or multiplicative Gaussian). Intuitively, this robustness feature can be explained, since the estimation of the weight values in the non-PDE related model is based on the second order statistics of a subregion while it relates only to the local geometry in case of the PDE based models.
5. Analogic Algorithm Designed for Segmentation and Edge Detection

In this section the analogic CNN algorithm designed for image segmentation and edge detection is introduced. Though a powerful segmentation algorithm should for most image models incorporate some global aspects (see e.g. [53]-[54]) it will be shown that in the specific problem discussed here (object separation from an inhomogeneous background) incorporating only local aspects leads to a robust and reliable algorithm. Furthermore, it can be demonstrated how this CNN approach unifies some of the well-known schemes proposed for segmentation and edge detection.

The algorithm (see the flowchart in Fig. 5, outputs in Fig. 6) consists of three computational blocks: (i) linear or nonlinear diffusion based pre-filtering, (ii) local threshold estimation, (iii) locally adaptive segmentation and edge detection. Though the framework is “classical” there are two peculiar features of the approach. First, higher order statistics is also employed in the estimation process resulting in a better morphological description of the object boundary. Second, “locality” is not restricted to the nearest neighbors, since propagating-type CNN templates can be used in filtering, estimation and segmentation process. The following Subsections give a detailed analysis of the major computational blocks of the algorithm.

5.1 Diffusion Based Pre-filtering Strategies

The first block of the algorithm (DIFF_FILT) implements an image filter designed for noise reduction and edge enhancement. Let us denote this gray-scale mapping by:

$$ \mathcal{F}: Y = \mathcal{D}(U) $$

where \( \mathcal{D} \) stands for a linear or nonlinear diffusion-type filter, \( U \) is the input image and \( Y \) is the output image. The additive Gaussian noise model requires the application of a low-pass or a band-pass filter that justifies the use of a diffusion-type operator.

To keep the VLSI complexity at a lowest possible level a linear diffusion model is motivated. Templates corresponding to this approach are variants of DIFFUS or CDIFFUS specified in Table 3. It has been recognized [21] that running a linear diffusion for some time \( t \) corresponds to convolving the image with a Gaussian kernel characterized by \( \sigma \) (single parameter tuned low-pass filter). Consequently, CNN templates implementing a linear diffusion can also be tuned setting the transient length of the CNN. The frequency domain characteristics of the simplest diffusion operation (performed by DIFFUS) is going to vary from an “all-pass filter” to the ideal “DC-filter” as time goes to infinity (the output asymptotically converges toward the average of the image). CDIFFUS is a typical constrained diffusion (“robust diffusion” in [10]) template (the weights of the \( A \) and \( B \) term are equally set satisfying the stability conditions) where the \( B \) term is used to constrain the diffusion process, meaning that the characteristics of this filter converges toward a low-pass limit model determined predominantly by this term (the output will asymptotically converge toward the weighted average in a “large” neighborhood). Decreasing the weights of the \( A \) term and increasing the weights
in B term the CONVOL template will be obtained, that has the broadest low-pass characteristics when time goes to infinity (it calculates the weighted average in the nearest neighborhood) and can be considered as the upper limit model of the CDIFFUS family. (A thorough analysis of the CNN based linear filtering and some aspects of this discussion the reader is referred to [8]-[12].) Clearly, in a practical implementation the robustness and stability is traded against “neighborhood extension” in constrained linear diffusion templates balancing the sum of the weights of the A and B terms. Increasing the weights in A term (and decreasing the weights in B) allows “computation” (information spread) in a larger neighborhood but also increases the sensitivity of the model. In the linear scale-space of the constrained linear diffusion templates the additive Gaussian noise corruption is very efficiently removed but the object edges will also be blurred and shifted from their original locations.

At a cost of higher VLSI complexity, templates Anisod1 and Anisod2 derived from the PDE-related nonlinear models are capable of dealing with this problem since they possess an adaptive band-pass filtering characteristics (Section 4 and [39]). These templates are controlled by two parameters \((K, t)\) the so-called noise level estimate and the transient length of the diffusion, respectively. If a priori information is available on the underlying noise model \(K\) can be fixed (e.g. directly relates to the std if the noise corruption is additive Gaussian), otherwise an algorithmic CNN solution can give a robust estimate as shown in [39]. As a consequence, these templates can also be tuned through the transient length parameter \(t\) as discussed earlier for the linear diffusion. The advantages of the nonlinear scale-space created by these templates is already analyzed in Section 4 (see also [39] for additional information). Evaluation of the output and robustness considerations strongly suggests that the nonlinear constrained diffusion (Anisod2) is the optimal pre-filter in bubble-debris segmentation problems (see the input and output in Fig. 6(a)-(b), respectively) according to the image model enunciated in Section 3.

When the signal-to-noise level is very poor or the additive noise model is altered (e.g. additive double-tailed exponential or multiplicative Gaussian) then the algorithmic CNN approximation (NLDiff) of the space-variant diffusion template (Anisod3) derived from the non-PDE related approach is superior compared to the previous templates (tested for the image model outlined in Section 3). This also implies that using this model has advantages when the a priori information on the process is very limited. The significant drawback is the necessity of space variant programming in the implementation of this algorithm, though we strongly believe that similar powerful CNN based signal processing schemes may crucially affect the development trends in VLSI implementation of CNN Universal Chips (detailed analysis in Section 7).

Remark: it should be noted though that for some specific noise models, such as the additive double-tailed exponential (the so-called “impulse” noise model) efficient statistical filters has already been developed in the CNN framework based on the Median and RO_CLASS templates (see Table 3). In this case the optimal edge detection and segmentation strategy would also be
different (based on morphological and statistical operators) than the approach described and analyzed in this paper.

In [31]-[32] some alternative CNN-based nonlinear diffusion approximations are described that can also serve as the basis for noise filtering and image enhancement.

5.2 Local Threshold Estimation

The threshold estimation performed by the second computational block can be described by the following gray-scale to binary mapping:

$$ I = \alpha \mu(U) + \beta \text{var}_r(U) $$

where $\mu(U)$ and $\text{var}_r(U)$ are the images composed of the mean and variance estimates in local neighborhood $N_r$, respectively. $U$ is the input image and $I$ is the threshold estimate (bias map of the CNN for further processing). (619) defines a space-variant threshold level as a linear combination of the first and second order local statistics, and given that $r$ (the neighborhood radius) is fixed it is specified by the parameters ($\alpha$, $\beta$). The (space-variant) threshold image should support an optimal separation of the objects from the background. The motivation behind the above formulation is to obtain a threshold estimate that better describes the object boundaries than an estimate based poorly on the average in a local neighborhood. By incorporating the term that calculates the variance statistics this goal can be achieved, since in general the variance is significantly higher at the boundaries than in homogeneous regions. Decreasing the mean estimate at these locations produces a better threshold estimate (bias map of the CNN) for further processing ($\alpha > 0$, $\beta < 0$). Determining the optimal values of ($\alpha$, $\beta$) for different image models is still an ongoing research.

In a CNN implementation the mean can be estimated (MEAN_EST) through a constrained linear diffusion process CDIFFUS, while the approximation of the variance estimation (MEAN_EST) is completed using the absolute value function in a nonlinear CNN template ABSVAL. These two outputs are scaled (SCALE with central elements $\alpha$, $\beta$) and added up (ADD) to create the bias map of the adaptive thresholding. The templates can be found in Table 2 and Table 3. Fig. 6(c), (d) and (e) demonstrate the mean estimate, variance estimate and the bias map ($\alpha = 0.5$, $\beta = -0.7$) for the input shown in Fig. 6(a).

5.3 Locally Adaptive Segmentation and Edge Detection

The proposed segmentation (third computational block) performs the following binary mapping:

$$ S: Y' = S_r(Y, I + I_0) $$

where $Y$ is the diffusion filtered output, $I$ is the space-variant threshold level calculated from local statistics, $I_0$ is a constant threshold level set according to a priori information and $Y'$ is the binary

---

7 It is important to note that the bias map of the CNN is equal to the threshold estimate with an inverted sign.
output of the mapping. \( S_r \) compares the filtering output to the threshold in local neighborhood \( N_r \) and determines the binary output.

In a CNN implementation of the adaptive segmentation (AdSegm) a single-template operation (AdThres) gives the binary segmentation output using the output of the diffusion-type filtering and the space variant bias map containing the threshold estimate (Fig. 6(f)). It can be observed that the output of this computational step might contain a number of pixels and small patches that do not belong to any of the objects. If the a priori information on the minimum object size is at hand (e.g. minimal debris dimensions that are still important in bubble-debris experiments), a size classification block (SizeClass) can eliminate the objects being smaller than a specified size (WProp-Recall, Fig. 6(g)). The final edge map (Fig. 6(h)) can be obtained using binary morphology (BW_Morph \( \rightarrow \) Edge).

6. Analysis of the Algorithm Performance

From (818)-(820) the extended formulation of the segmentation is as follows:

\[
 S: Y' = S_r( \mathcal{D}(U), \alpha \varepsilon_r(U) + \beta \var_r(U) + I_0 ) \quad \text{(821)}
\]

If \( \alpha = 1, \beta = 0 \) and \( I_0 = 0 \) the main part of the algorithm boils down to a difference of Gaussians (DoG) type operator [20] since both the filtering and the mean estimation can be performed by a linear diffusion process:

\[
 \text{DoG}: Y' = S_r(\mathcal{D}_1(U) - \mathcal{D}_2(U)) \quad \text{(822)}
\]

When \( \alpha = 0, \beta = 0 \) and \( I_0 \neq 0 \) the method reverts back to a fixed thresholding approach that employs only a pre-filtering and a constant (globally optimal) threshold level set according to the a priori information on the underlying image model:

\[
 \text{FixT}: Y' = S_r(\mathcal{D}(U) - I_0) \quad \text{(823)}
\]

Combination of both statistical estimates (\( \alpha \neq 0, \beta \neq 0 \)) turned out to be an efficient and robust tool for different image and noise models.

The algorithm has been tested on number of real images containing both bubbles and debris particles (Fig. 6, Fig. 7, APPENDIX B-C). Note, that in the examples shown most significant details that can be observed in the original image are preserved in the last output containing the edge map. Artificial test images were also generated and tested corresponding to the general image model that have similar global histogram to the original images (Fig. 8, APPENDIX A). The segmentation algorithm has been tuned to minimize the output error in the nonlinear Hausdorff metric, since this approach has been explored in the companion paper designing a CNN algorithm for object classification.

The performance and robustness of the algorithm was examined altering the image and noise model parameters (shifting the object gray-scale levels, changing the background illumination,
violating the additive Gaussian noise assumption etc.). These experiments showed a better performance of the locally adaptive (nonlinear) method compared to a globally optimal fixed thresholding, edge detectors based on DoG-type operators and Canny's edge detector [23]. Further test are necessary for a reliable quantitative characterization.

Remark: since the analyzed image model assumes additive Gaussian noise the CNN-based segmentation problem discussed here could also be treated in the MRF-framework as it is discussed in [33].

7. Implementation in a CNN Universal Chip Environment

In this section we address important implementation issues, analyze the expected time performance of the algorithm in a CNN Universal Chip environment and show the VLSI implementation complexity of different solutions.

In Table 1 a possible ordering of the VLSI implementation complexity of different CNN hardwares are listed and numbered taking into the consideration the current trends in the analog VLSI technology. Level 0 marks the capabilities of the currently available VLSI CNN Universal Chips, levels 1-3 stand for the predicted hardware capabilities of the next generation to be fabricated in the near future (1-2 is an ongoing design). At present it is hard to judge the trend of the implementation above this level: 4-6a assume the extension of the neighborhood radius to \( r = 2 \), while levels 4-6b stand for the implementation of the space-variant programming. Comparing 4a and 4b the former seems to be a shorter and quicker step toward a more complex CNN Universal Chip (taking into account both the area complexity and the time needed to complete a new design). On the other hand, it should be noted that the algorithm development for real-time applications strongly motivates the insertion of at least 4 additional LAMs in a CNN core cell. When these LAMs are available 4b can be the next step (and would be certainly less complex in the area than 4a) resulting in a flexible usage of some of these LAMs as both data and program memories. Space-variant linear programming is required by number of recently published CNN solutions (e.g. [34] and see also the nonlinear non-PDE related diffusion model in this paper).

The minimal coding of all linear templates used in the analogic algorithms designed for image segmentation (not exceeding complexity level 3) is shown in Table 2. They are grouped and shaded with increasing gray-scale levels according to the type of the input-output mapping (binary input-output, gray-scale input - binary output, gray-scale input-output) they represent and their dynamic coupling (coupled, uncoupled).

Similarly to the linear templates, the minimal coding of all nonlinear templates used in the current study (not exceeding complexity level 3) is given in Table 3. All templates are gray-scale input-output operators and require zero flux (ZF) boundary condition setting. The nonlinear templates are grouped and shaded with increasing gray-scale levels according to the complexity of the nonlinear interactions and their dynamic coupling.
7.1 Stability and Robustness of Linear and Nonlinear Templates

All linear templates used in this paper are completely stable spatial operators. The template value specifications given in Table 2 are not necessarily the most robust solutions. A number of these templates can be found in [47] in a globally optimized form. Algorithms and software packages (e.g. [48]-[49]) have been developed and are available for optimizing similar templates both for software simulators and for the currently available CNN Universal Chips.

Less is known about the nonlinear template family, though templates used in this study do not give rise to stability concerns. A comprehensive analysis of the stability of these types of templates is given in [39] including the base models of the nonlinear diffusion templates. Robustness tests are currently being examined.

7.2 VLSI Implementation- and Computational Complexity

The proposed and tested analogic CNN algorithm synthesized for image segmentation uses linear and nonlinear templates with nearest neighbor interactions and can be implemented on the complexity level 3 regarding the numbering of Table 1 if the PDE-related nonlinear diffusion templates (ANISOD1-ANISOD2) are used in pre-filtering. Applying a constrained linear diffusion both in mean estimation and pre-filtering (CDIFFUS), furthermore replacing the ABSVAL template by LAPLACE (CNN approximation of the Laplacian) in “variance” estimation reduces the complexity level to 1 since the “bias map technique” can not be eliminated. Nevertheless, after some analysis one can recognize that in this very specific case in all templates where the bias map is used the linear B term is zero, therefore the bias map can be “forwarded” through the CNN input and the realization of the space-variant bias is not necessary. Consequently, the core of the algorithm that does not contain nonlinear cell interactions can be implemented on complexity level 0 where the current test experiments are being performed. The described “linear” version of the algorithm will produce slightly worst output compared to the simulations shown in this paper employing nonlinear cell interactions but could serve as a good prototype for the experiments on a real CNN hardware. (Remark: application of the non-PDE related model in pre-filtering sets the complexity level to 4 as discussed earlier).

The algorithm requires two additional LAMs that can be replaced by the two general analog input buffers U1 and U2 if the arithmetical unit is designed to access these memories. The fixed-state map technique and local logics are not used, consequently LLMs are not required either.

Table 4 shows the approximate timing of the templates at different processing levels of the entire analogic algorithm used in test examples. It is important to note that this timing is not critical, the behavior of most templates are more sensitive to the change of the template parameters (the spatial weights) than to the temporal uncertainty. The transient length is given in time constants and even in worst case it does not exceed 200t. Since the time constant determined by the VLSI

---

8 The experiments have been completed based on the MATCNN [46], the analogic CNN toolbox for Matlab.
implementation of a core cell presently varies between 50-400 nsec ([15]-[19]), this implies 80 µsec in worst case for the entire algorithm.

A very important topic to address is the resolution of the CNN chip. In spite of its dynamic coupled nature the algorithm can be implemented as a line by line video-flow processing since all propagating-type templates are local (or can be closely approximated by a local processing), i.e. they involve only a restricted cell neighborhood into the computation. Depending on the original image size a 16x512 or 32x256 array seems to be satisfactory to accomplish the front-end filtering and segmentation task discussed in this study.

8. Conclusions

We have proposed an algorithmic CNN approach based on (nonlinear) constrained diffusion and adaptive morphology for image segmentation and edge detection. Both PDE and non-PDE related diffusion models have been presented and thoroughly discussed. Special emphasis was given to the implementation issues in the environment of a CNN Universal Chip. The algorithm was tested on real and artificial images within the frame of the bubble-debris classification experiments and showed stable, robust performance with satisfactory output at a VLSI complexity level that is realizable in the near future.9
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9 Comments on bubble-debris experiments: it should be noted that for the original images at hand the difference in performance between the proposed locally adaptive technique and a segmentation employing a fixed thresholding only has not been significant enough to justify the use of a complex algorithm. If the image quality obtained through the CCD sensor can be further improved then a proper noise filtering technique followed by fixed thresholding (at a global threshold level that is a priori known from preliminary image analysis) might be adequate to accomplish the front-end task outlined in this study. Though, it is certain that this type of implementation won't be able to deal with any kind of disturbances that are likely to happen within a system operating in a very noisy environment.
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Figure Captions

Figure 1 Two fundamental VLSI building blocks of nonlinear interactions, (a) piecewise-linear sigmoid function, (b) piecewise-linear radial basis function.

Figure 2 The four symmetric subwindows surrounding each pixel used in variance estimation. The western (W) subwindow is shaded with gray and the pixels involved in the estimation process (r=2) are drawn with black. The figure also shows the first (r=1) and second (r=2) order neighborhood of the central pixel (i,j).

Figure 3 Flowchart of the analogic CNN algorithm estimating the non-PDE related diffusion model.

Figure 4 Comparison of CNN based diffusion methods in filtering, (a) original image corrupted by additive Gaussian (b) output of the constrained nonlinear diffusion derived from PDE formulation, (c) output of the nonlinear diffusion derived from non-PDE approach.

Figure 5 Flowchart of the analogic algorithm designed for image segmentation.

Figure 6 Intermediate processing results of the analogic CNN algorithm designed for image segmentation, (a) original image, (b) output of the nonlinear diffusion, (c) mean estimate, (d) variance estimate, (e) bias map, (f) output of the adaptive segmentation, (g) output of the sorting process, (h) output of the edge detection.

Figure 7 Test image composed from original images containing bubbles and debris particles, (a) subwindow from the original image, (b) original debris particles, (c) composed image (the first 5 debris particles from figure (b) were inserted to the original bubble image), (d) image histogram of (c).

Figure 8 Test image synthesized based on the image model, (a) artificial image created according to the image model, (b) the “ground truth” segmentation for reference, (c) artificial image corrupted by Gaussian noise and blurred, (d) image histogram of (c).
Table Captions

**Table 1** A possible ordering of the VLSI implementation complexity of the CNN Universal Machine core cell and local interactions. The complexity of different CNN hardwares are listed and numbered taking into the consideration the current trends in the analog VLSI technology. Level 0 marks the capabilities of the currently available VLSI CNN Universal Chips (first order cells with nearest neighbor linear templates), levels 1-3 stand for the predicted hardware capabilities of the next generation to be fabricated in the near future (fixed-state map, bias map and the most simple nonlinear interactions - n1 stands for the pwl sigmoid, n2 for the pwl radial basis function, m marks the multiplication at the nonlinear interactions). Levels 4-6a indicate the complexity of the implementation of templates with a larger neighborhood (r = 2) and levels 4-6b the space-variant (linear) programming.

**Table 2** Minimal coding of all linear templates used in segmentation algorithm. They are grouped and shaded with increasing gray-scale levels according to the type of the input-output mapping (binary input-output, gray-scale input - binary output, gray-scale input-output) they represent and their dynamic coupling (coupled, uncoupled). In boundary condition specification (Bc): X - don’t care, ZF - zero flux, [-1 1] - constant. Binary input-output templates: THRES-EDGE (uncoupled), ADTHRES-RECALL (coupled); gray-scale input - binary output template: COMPARE (uncoupled), gray-scale input-output templates: SCALE-CONVOL (uncoupled) and DIFFUS-CDIFFUS (coupled).

**Table 3** Minimal coding of all nonlinear (DCN - difference-controlled nonlinear) templates used in the segmentation algorithm. Except for the GRADIENT all these templates are gray-scale input-output operators and require zero flux (ZF) boundary condition setting. The nonlinear templates are grouped and shaded with increasing gray-scale levels according to the complexity of the nonlinear interactions and their dynamic coupling. Static difference-controlled (uncoupled) templates: ABSVAL-GRADIENT (pwl radial basis function); dynamic difference-controlled (coupled) templates: MEDIAN-RO_FILT (pwl sigmoid-type), ANISOD2-ANISOD1 (pwl radial basis and multiplication).

**Table 4** Running time (transient length) specification for all templates used in the segmentation algorithm. The timing is given in time constant measure ($\tau = RC$). $t_F$ stands for all uncoupled templates (a fixed transient length) and it is set to $5\tau$. $t_{AR}$ and $t_{LO}$ are the transient length of the arithmetic and logic operations on the cell level, respectively ($1\tau$), while $t_{RP}$ stands for the time necessary for reprogramming the cells from the central unit (approximately equal to the fixed transient length $5\tau$ of a non-propagating type CNN template). The time needed for signal transfers between LAMs at the cell level is neglected. The table gives an approximate timing for all templates used in analogic subroutines and an estimated upper limit for all processing levels (note, that timing is not critical, though certain timing ratios are important). Timing of the alternative template solutions are specified in parenthesis. It turns out that even in worst case the algorithm completes the detection for a single frame in less than 200$\tau$, i.e. less than 80 µsec in worst case taking into the consideration the characteristics of the presently available VLSI implementation of a CNN core cell ($\tau = 100-200$ nsec).
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Figure 8 Test image synthesized based on the image model, (a) artificial image created according to the image model, (b) the "ground truth" segmentation, (c) artificial image corrupted by Gaussian noise and blurred, (d) image histogram of (c).
### Tables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Impl. complexity</th>
<th>Neighborhood N_r</th>
<th>Linear templates A, B, I</th>
<th>Fixed-state map M_{ij}</th>
<th>Bias map I_{ij}</th>
<th>Nonlinear templates n_1</th>
<th>n_2</th>
<th>m</th>
<th>Space-variant templ.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4a</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5a</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6a</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4b</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5b</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6b</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Template (time spec)</th>
<th>Feedback (A)</th>
<th>Control (B)</th>
<th>Current I</th>
<th>Bcond B_c</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>THRES (t_r)</td>
<td>a_0 0 a_2</td>
<td>b_0 0 b_2</td>
<td>-0.5</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDGE (t_e)</td>
<td>2 0 0</td>
<td>2 -0.25</td>
<td>-1.5</td>
<td>ZF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADTHRES (t_A)</td>
<td>2 0.2 0.1</td>
<td>0 0 0</td>
<td>-0.5</td>
<td>ZF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BPROP (t_b)</td>
<td>3 0.2 0.3</td>
<td>-2 (0) 0</td>
<td>3.75</td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WPROP (t_w)</td>
<td>3 0.2 0.3</td>
<td>0 0 0</td>
<td>-3.75</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RECALL (t_r)</td>
<td>2 0.25 0.25</td>
<td>2 0 0</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCALE (t_s)</td>
<td>0 0 0</td>
<td>0.1 0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAPLACE (t_p)</td>
<td>0 0 0</td>
<td>4 -1 0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>ZF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONVOL (t_f)</td>
<td>0 0 0</td>
<td>0 0.15 0.1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>ZF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIFFUS (t_n)</td>
<td>0 0.15 0.1</td>
<td>0 0 0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>ZF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDIFFUS (t_cd)</td>
<td>0 0.08 0.05</td>
<td>0 0.07 0.05</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>ZF</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Template (time spec)</th>
<th>Operator</th>
<th>Multipl.</th>
<th>Nlin function</th>
<th>Amplitude level</th>
<th>Threshold level</th>
<th>Weighting</th>
<th>Self-feedback</th>
<th>Cell current</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Δv</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>n_i</td>
<td>[ Q1, Q2 ]</td>
<td>[ η0 η1 η2 ]</td>
<td>a0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABSVAL (t_f)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>[ 0 1 ]</td>
<td>[ 0 1 ]</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRADIENT (t_f)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>[ 0 1 ]</td>
<td>[ 0 2 ]</td>
<td>0 0.7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEDIAN (t_f)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>[ 0.5 -0.5 ]</td>
<td>[ 0.05 ]</td>
<td>0 1 1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RO_FILT (t_f)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>[ 0.5 -0.5 ]</td>
<td>[ 0.05 ]</td>
<td>0 1 1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-4±4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANISOD2 (tAN)</td>
<td>3 (1)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>[ 1 0 ]</td>
<td>[ 0.15 ]</td>
<td>0 1 0.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANISOD1 (tAN)</td>
<td>3 (1)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>[ 1 0 ]</td>
<td>[ 0.15 ]</td>
<td>0 1 0.5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Process. Level</th>
<th>t_F</th>
<th>t_A</th>
<th>t_B</th>
<th>t_W</th>
<th>t_R</th>
<th>t_D</th>
<th>t_CD</th>
<th>t_AN</th>
<th>t_L0</th>
<th>t_AR</th>
<th>t_RP</th>
<th>SUM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DIFF_FILT</td>
<td>(5)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>(10)</td>
<td>(10)</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEAN_EST</td>
<td>(5)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>(15)</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VAR_EST</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMAP_CR</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD_SEGIM</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIZE_CLASS</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>(5)</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BW_MORPH</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNN ALG</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4
(a) Artificial image

(b) (nonlinear) diffusion output

(c) output of fixed thresholding

(d) output of adaptive segmentation

(e) edge map of fixed thresholding

(f) edge map of adaptive segmentation

(g) output of fixed thresholding

(h) output of adaptive segmentation

(i) edge map of adaptive segmentation
(g) selected row from the original image for 1D analysis

(h) 1D view of the outputs of different computational steps in the segmentation algorithm. The figure shows the original data (-g), the output of the (nonlinear) diffusion (:g), the mean estimate (-b), the variance estimate (--b), and the computed adaptive threshold level (-r) along the selected row (see (g)). The optimal fixed threshold is drawn at the level of -0.1 (--r).
(i) selected rectangle for 3D analysis (containing an artificial "debris" particle)

(h) 3D view of the fixed-thresholding output in the selected rectangle. Observe, that in this example optimal fixed thresholding can restore only a noisy contour of the object visible in the original image.

(i) 3D view of the adaptive thresholding output in the selected rectangle. Observe, that the original shape (rectangle) is better restored compared to (h).
APPENDIX B

(a) original image
(b) (nonlinear) diffusion output
(c) output of fixed thresholding
(d) output of adaptive segmentation
(e) edge map of fixed thresholding
(f) edge map of adaptive segmentation
(g) selected row from the original image for 1D analysis

(h) 1D view of the outputs of different computational steps in the segmentation algorithm. The figure shows the original data (-g), the output of the (nonlinear) diffusion (:g), the mean estimate (-b), the variance estimate (--b), and the computed adaptive threshold level (-r) along the selected row (see (g)). The optimal fixed threshold is drawn at the level of -0.1 (--r).
Original shape (overlapping circles) is better restored compared to
(h).

(i) 3D view of the adaptive thresholding output in the selected rectangle. Observe that the assumed
original shape (overlapping circles) can restore only part of the objects visible in the original image.

(j) 3D view of the fixed-thresholding output in the selected rectangle. Observe that in this example
background illumination
selected rectangle for 3D analysis containing a double-bubble having a gray-scale level close to the
(i) selected rectangle for 3D analysis containing a double-bubble having a gray-scale level close to the
APPENDIX C

(a) original image

(b) (nonlinear) diffusion output

(c) output of fixed thresholding

(d) output of adaptive segmentation

(e) edge map of fixed thresholding

(f) edge map of adaptive segmentation
(g) selected row from the original image for 1D analysis

(h) 1D view of the outputs of different computational steps in the segmentation algorithm. The figure shows the original data (-g), the output of the (nonlinear) diffusion (:g), the mean estimate (-b), the variance estimate (--b), and the computed adaptive threshold level (-r) along the selected row (see (g)). The optimal fixed threshold is drawn at the level of -0.1 (-r).
(i) selected rectangle for 3D analysis (containing a bubble that has a gray-scale level close to the background illumination)

(h) 3D view of the fixed-thresholding output in the selected rectangle. Observe, that in this example optimal fixed thresholding can restore only part of the object visible in the original image.

(i) 3D view of the adaptive thresholding output in the selected rectangle. Observe, that the assumed original shape (circle) is better restored compared to (h).